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Privacy considerations for online advertising: A stakeholder’s perspective to programmatic advertising
Cooper, Dylan; Yalcin, Taylan; Nistor, Cristina; Macrini, Matthew; Pehlivan, Ekin*
Forthcoming in Journal of Consumer Marketing (DOI 10.1108/JCM-04-2021-4577)
Purpose
Privacy considerations have become a topic with increasing interest from academics, industry leaders,
and regulators. In response to consumers’ privacy concerns, Google announced in 2020 that Chrome
would stop supporting third-party cookies in the near future. At the same time, advertising technology
companies are developing alternative solutions for online targeting and consumer privacy controls. In
this paper, we explore privacy considerations related to online tracking and targeting methods used for
programmatic advertising (i.e., third-party cookies, Privacy Sandbox, Unified ID 2.0) for a variety of
stakeholders: consumers, AdTech platforms, advertisers, and publishers.
Design/methodology/approach
We analyze the topic of internet user privacy concerns, through a multi-pronged approach: industry
conversations to collect information, a comprehensive review of trade publications, and extensive
empirical analysis. We use two methods to collect data on consumer preferences for privacy controls: a
survey of a representative sample of US consumers and field data from conversations on web-forums
created by tech professionals.
Findings
Our results suggest that there are four main segments in the US internet user population. The first
segment, consisting of 26% of internet users, is driven by a strong preference for relevant ads and
includes consumers who accept the premises of both Privacy Sandbox and UID 2.0. The second segment
(26%) includes consumers who are ambivalent about both sets of premises. The third segment (34%) is
driven by a need for relevant ads and a strong desire to prevent advertisers from aggressively collecting
data, with consumers who accept the premises of Privacy Sandbox but reject the premises of UID 2.0.
The fourth segment (15% of consumers) rejected both sets of premises about privacy control. Text
analysis results suggest that the conversation around UID 2.0 is still nascent. Google Sandbox
associations seem nominally positive, with sarcasm being an important factor in the sentiment analysis
results.
Originality
The value of this paper lies in its multi-method examination of online privacy concerns in light of the
recent regulatory legislation (i.e., GDPR and CCPA) and changes for third-party cookies in browsers
such as Firefox, Safari, and Chrome. Two alternatives proposed to replace third-party cookies (Privacy
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Sandbox and Unified ID 2.0) are in the proposal and prototype stage. The elimination of third-party
cookies will affect stakeholders, including different types of players in the AdTech industry and internet
users. We analyze how two alternative proposals for privacy control align with the interests of several
stakeholders.
Keywords: privacy, online tracking, third-party cookies, Unified ID 2.0, Privacy Sandbox,
programmatic advertising
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Introduction
Privacy concerns have an impact on consumer’s spending habits (Maseeh et al. 2021; Spake et al.,
2011) as well as their willingness to share information online. Thus, privacy considerations are an
important topic for marketers and academic researchers, who focus on online information privacy
(Acquisti et al., 2012; Akhter, 2014; Fehrenbach and Herrando, 2021; Martin et al., 2017). Previous
research has emphasized the need to analyze the separate stakeholder interests and reactions to privacy
concerns (Appel et al., 2020; Martin and Murphy, 2017; Mascarenhas et al., 2003; Sheehan and Hoy,
1999). As tracking methods for programmatic advertising become more varied, privacy considerations
affect each consumer’s everyday decisions as a consumer logs onto a website or uses a search engine
(Brough and Martin, 2021; Graeff and Harmon, 2002; Hong et al., 2021; Phelps et al., 2000).

In January 2020, Google announced that their Chrome internet browser would no longer support
third-party cookies, which are unique identifiers placed on browsers by advertising technology
companies (Graham, 2021) in 2022. Following industry and regulator discussions on privacy concerns,
this deadline was later extended to 2023[i]. Regulation on privacy controls has an impact on the
effectiveness of targeted advertising campaigns, as documented by Goldfarb and Tucker (2011).
Cookies are an important part of targeted online ads: 52% of advertising revenue can disappear for a
publisher if a customer disables these cookies (Lardinois, 2019). Chrome holds a 66% market share
(StatCounter, 2021), which implies that Google’s action would fundamentally change the AdTech
business both for consumers and advertisers (Graham, 2021) but also for regulators who are balancing
the need for consumer privacy control versus the anticompetitive effects that banning cookies may have
on Google’s ad competitors (Robertson and Brandom, 2021; Shields, 2021). Google’s proposed solution
is Privacy Sandbox, a set of software tools under development that allow individually targeted
advertising while protecting user anonymity. Although welcomed by some, Privacy Sandbox has been
3

criticized as a way to lock advertisers into Google’s online advertising ecosystem and to prevent brands
from conducting in-house customer analytics and measurement of online advertising effectiveness
(Glueck, 2021). Several advertising technology competitors, such as LiveRamp and The Trade Desk, are
developing alternative solutions in order to give consumers more options for privacy controls and to
maintain independence from Google (Graham, 2021).

Our study explores privacy considerations related to targeting and tracking methods used for
programmatic advertising (i.e., third-party cookies, Privacy Sandbox, Unified ID 2.0, etc.) for a variety
of stakeholders: the consumers, AdTech platforms, advertisers, and publishers. We explore this topic
through a multi-pronged approach: anecdotes from a variety of industry events, a comprehensive review
of trade publications on the topic, and empirical analysis of two large datasets about consumer privacy
attitudes. We use two separate methods to collect data on consumer’s privacy concerns. First, we collect
data on consumer attitudes on the current and projected landscape of privacy controls by using a large
online survey on a representative sample of the US consumer population. We employ several statistical
methods to analyze the consumer attitudes expressed in the survey. Our empirical results suggest that
there are currently four main segments in the US internet user population whose widely different privacy
preferences should be considered in the development of any new privacy regulation. Second, we collect
a dataset of web forum (Reddit) content about privacy concerns. We use text analysis on data from
subreddits on the topic, coded by two independent coders and processed using Voyant tools. This multipronged approach allows us to capture the privacy concerns from a variety of stakeholders, as policy
makers, publishers, advertisers, and consumers navigate the changing landscape of online privacy
controls.
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Our work is particularly important as the online world has become more prevalent in consumer’s
lives in the last decade and perhaps even more so during the COVID-19 pandemic. Our contribution is
three-fold. First, we use novel datasets to estimate consumers’ preferences for privacy options that will
be competing in the AdTech marketplace for targeting online consumers. Our study uses a large sample
that is representative of the US population, thus answering the call for privacy studies that do not rely on
student samples (Bélanger and Crossler, 2011). We identify four different current clusters of consumer
privacy preference in the US internet user population. Second, we explore the different points of view of
stakeholders in the online privacy ecosystem. We consider how proposed methods of user targeting
affect the interests of internet users, advertisers, online publishers, and AdTech companies whose
services make up the online advertising ecosystem. We also include anecdotal evidence of the current
views of technology professionals, whose attitudes about the proposed changes will determine the
success of future targeting campaigns. Third, we develop and validate a new scale for measuring privacy
concerns related to current proposals to replace third-party cookies. From a managerial and policy
perspective, our paper speaks to the future of the programmatic ad industry and indicates the best
prediction available of what consumers want from the other stakeholders in the online market.
Literature review
Recent research on privacy focuses on consumers’ sharing of online information (Acquisti et al., 2012;
Akhter, 2014; Martin et al., 2017). Our paper builds on this stream of literature by considering the ongoing debate about information sharing by consumers, first-party data collected by brands, and thirdparty data collection. As internet privacy controls are changing from an eco-system that is relatively
open and based on third-party cookies for consumer tracking across websites, it is even more vital for
researchers to analyze how consumers perceive these changes. Unlike previous research that focuses on
the consumers’ attitudes on the current online privacy ecosystem, we focus on the consumers’ choices
5

going forward: we obtain consumers’ attitudes towards potential features of prominent technologies that
will be adopted in the near future to replace third-party cookies.
We are particularly interested in the area of privacy controls that intersects with programmatic
ads. Programmatic advertising has been increasing as a share of total online advertising, an increase that
has coincided with cheaper and more effective methods of online tracking and targeting of consumers.
The increase in programmatic advertising has also coincided with the expansion of online privacy
concerns, as firms are collecting more and more information about consumer habits even though
consumers are increasingly worried about such tracking (Brough and Martin, 2021; Graeff and Harmon
2002; Phelps et al., 2000).
Our paper also speaks to a related and important stream of research by adding to our
understanding of the various shareholders in the online privacy arena. Following calls to add to research
on different stakeholder views for online privacy concerns (Liyanaarachchi, 2020; Lwin et al., 2007;
Martin and Murphy, 2017; Mascarenhas et al., 2003; Sheehan and Hoy, 1999), we use anecdotal
evidence to suggest the separate interests for this particular industry.
Recent research has analyzed the determinants of consumers’ increased privacy concerns and
proposed a psychological framework to identify dimensions of privacy concerns for consumers (Stuart
et al., 2019) and emphasized that privacy is a multi-dimensional concept that must be addressed as such
across all the stakeholders (Bélanger and Crossler, 2011). In particular, Bélanger and Crossler (2011)
point out that most of the privacy studies that involve customers are highly dependent on data from
student populations and thus likely are not capturing the distribution of the entire US population.
Moreover, Wirtz et al. (2007) has focused on analyzing the causes and consequences of customers’
concerns about online privacy using an experimental survey approach. Our study uses a large sample
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that is representative of the US population, thus answering the call for more diverse and thus multifaceted research on privacy concerns.
Our work also enhances the recent findings related to the privacy paradox (Li et al., 2017). The
privacy paradox refers to the discrepancy between consumers’ stated preferences for privacy and their
online behaviors. It has been thoroughly documented that consumers prefer to disclose less information
than they actually do (Awad and Krishnan, 2006) and, so far, research has focused on behavioral factors
that may explain this paradox (Hui et al., 2007; Li et al., 2017; Taddicken, 2014). Our paper explores an
alternative explanation: the ecosystem of available privacy choices can greatly influence the consumers’
stated preferences as well as their actual online behavior. Thus, in our study of the representative US
consumer sample, we present consumers with plausible available options for their privacy choices with
the goal of minimizing the paradoxical choice between their true preferences for privacy and what
consumers can actually do to accomplish these preferences in the real world. Our study can inform
further regulatory and industry positions of the choices consumers would make among the current
proposed alternatives.
Industry Context
Programmatic Advertising
Programmatic advertising has come to dominate online advertising in the past decade. It has represented
83.9% of total display ad spending in 2019 (Perrin, 2021) and is expected to grow further in the future as
automated data processing becomes increasingly sophisticated. Its success depends on data-driven and
automated decision making to target a particular audience online, usually at an individual consumer
level and in real time. Harry Harcus, managing director at Group M’s programmatic agency Xaxis, in an
interview for Marketing Week, explained programmatic advertising as, “The use of data and technology
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enabling marketers to make decisions in real time about the advert they want to deliver to the consumer”
(Rogers, 2017).
Programmatic ad campaigns replace traditional ad campaigns that are conducted by managers’
decisions on where and when to place the ads online, and instead rely on advanced software to target a
particular type of customer according to available data on them. While there are many definitions of
programmatic ads and the ecosystem for these types of ads, the main difference between programmatic
ads and traditional ads has to do with how automated the technology for the ad placement is.
Programmatic ad campaigns automatically follow certain rules decided ahead of time by the
managers or campaign decision makers, as advertising space is created in real time by consumers’
actions such as visiting a website. These rules can include the choice of websites where ads will be
published, ad space characteristics such as size and location on the website, and the maximum price of
the ad space. While these are similar to decision making in traditional advertising, automation allows for
making these decisions at an individual impression level, instead of thousands or millions of
impressions.
Moreover, data on consumer characteristics and their online behavior, such as previously visited
websites, allow targeting consumers at an individual level as well. By tracking the websites that a
consumer visited previously, one can understand the interests of the consumer, which allows targeting
each consumer accordingly with ads relevant to their interests. Thus, the targeting effectiveness of
programmatic advertising critically depends on the amount and quality of consumer data available.
Consequently, advertisers and AdTech companies build databases on individual internet users by
tracking their online activity.

Stakeholders
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The programmatic ecosystem is large and complex. Beyond internet users, there are many stakeholders
in changes affecting this ecosystem. It is helpful to keep in mind that the commodity traded in this
market is ad space. On the supply side there are publishers of websites who aim to attract consumers
with interesting content. On the demand side there are advertisers who would like to buy ad space to
reach these consumers. An Ad Exchange typically sits in between, facilitating transactions, that are
usually resolved through real-time bidding (Rask, 2021). Some transactions also take place in private
marketplaces.
Publishers are served by Supply Side Platforms (SSP) that allow them to automatically list their
inventory for sale in an Ad Exchange, in real time as consumers create ad space by clicking to load web
pages. Some publishers, especially smaller ones, choose to be a part of an Ad Network, that aggregate
inventory to benefit from economies of scale. Advertisers or their agents are served by Demand Side
Platforms (DSP) that allow them to bid on ad space as it becomes available on Ad Exchanges. These
bids are automatic with pre-determined decision algorithms based on consumer data.
Large amounts of data are handled by a separate type of player in this industry called Data
Management Platform (DMP), which collects, stores and supplies data to either Supply or Demand Side
Platforms. DMPs are vital for programmatic ad campaigns as they help managers make automated
decisions based on consumer data and adjust campaign parameters accordingly.
Advertisers can choose to hire DSPs that are integrated with a DMP, work with a trade desk to
coordinate their buys or even take the entire process inhouse. The inhouse option is costly as it requires
sophisticated data analysis and resources dedicated to just this type of ad buys. If done correctly,
successful companies with inhouse campaign can have a greater understanding of the customer
response, a quicker adaptation of the campaign and ultimately more control. For most companies,
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inhouse campaigns are prohibitively expensive. Thus, they rely on trade desks or DSPs to run
programmatic ad campaigns.
Our description of this industry is quite simplified, but still very complex. The main benefit of
this complexity is, for advertisers, targeting consumers at an individual level, and for consumers, seeing
more relevant ads based on their interests. This more efficient and effective targeting also creates an
economic value beyond traditional advertising that is shared by the AdTech industry, which is
comprised of the technology companies that facilitate the whole process such as SSPs, DSPs, DMPs, Ad
Exchanges, Ad Networks, and several specialized types of firms not mentioned here. In order for this
individual targeting to work, consumer data is collected at an individual level by tracking their online
behavior.
Tracking technologies
Third-party cookies are the primary method for tracking and targeting users. With this method expected
to become infeasible in 2023, multiple replacement technologies have been proposed. In this section we
review how tracking is accomplished with third-party cookies before describing two possible
replacements, Unified ID 2.0 and Privacy Sandbox, which are likely to replace the current options due to
the industry standing of the companies who have proposed them.

Third-Party Cookies
Currently the most prominent way of collecting data on consumers, especially for tracking the websites
they visit, utilizes third-party cookies. Although there are other ways to track consumers used by
AdTech companies, such as “fingerprinting” a device (and hence its user) by collecting information on
hardware and software configuration in order to identify it later, the bulk of consumer tracking at present
is done through third-party cookies.
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It is important to note that cookies were not originally designed for consumer tracking and
targeting. A cookie is simply a small piece of data that is stored on the user’s computer by the browser.
This small piece of data allows a website to remember a user and their previous activity on the website,
such as the items they placed in the shopping cart in a previous visit. Normally each website has access
to only the cookies they placed on the user’s computer—these are called first-party cookies.
Third-party cookies, on the other hand, allow for tracking users across websites through a
creative workaround. Not all content a user sees on a specific website is stored in the website’s servers.
For example, the ads will typically be stored in an ad server. In order to show the ad to the user, the
browser needs to make a call to the ad server, which is an external party. This call allows the external
party to also place a cookie on the user’s computer through the browser. The creative workaround uses
this same mechanism: third parties can place a cookie on a user’s computer if they get a call from a
website, and this allows the third party to know that the user visited the website and when the visit
happened. In order to facilitate this call, data collectors make agreements with websites and place a
tracking pixel (sometimes called a tracking cookie or tag) on the website.
A tracking pixel is a 1x1 pixel-sized image that is usually transparent, thus invisible to the user.
The pixel image is stored in the data collector’s server which requires the browser to make a call for it.
Subsequently the data collector knows that the user visited the website. If the data collector has pixels
over many websites, they can generate a list of websites a user visited previously. According to
webcookies.org[ii], a scan of close to 2 billion websites shows that the average website has 5 pixels with
the maximum number exceeding 500. This means that when a user visits a website, on average, 5 third
parties (who are likely to be data collectors) make a note of it. The user is generally unaware this has
occurred.
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The browser plays a crucial intermediary role because it is the software that places the cookies in
the user’s computer on behalf of third parties. Thus, the browser is a gatekeeper that can block thirdparty cookies and pertinent consumer tracking and targeting that is vital for the programmatic
ecosystem. There are several browsers that block third-party cookies, most notably Safari and Firefox.
However, Chrome, the most popular browser with 66% market share, does not, at least for now. When
Google announced the plans to block third-party cookies in Chrome by 2022 (later extended to 2023)
citing privacy reasons, the AdTech industry was faced with the prospect of losing the most common way
to track consumers and hence targeting them effectively. Consequently, several AdTech companies,
including Google, started laying out plans to address privacy and targeting issues important for many
stakeholders in the online advertising ecosystem.
Unified ID (UID) 2.0[iii]
UID 2.0 is The Trade Desk’s proposal for replacing third-party cookies in the AdTech ecosystem. (The
Trade Desk provides the leading independent Demand Side Platform used by advertisers to purchase
impressions on the internet.) The Trade Desk began work on UID 2.0 in 2020 and has several partners,
including LiveRamp, The Washington Post, Nielsen, and Criteo[iv].
According to Jeff Green, CEO of The Trade Desk, the goal of UID 2.0 is to “protect the quid pro
quo of the internet, which is seeing relevant ads in exchange for free content, while at the same time
protecting privacy.”[v] The Trade Desk and their partners believe that user concerns about privacy are
driven primarily by a failure of AdTech companies to effectively communicate the quid pro quo
principle[vi]. Dave Pickles, CTO of The Trade Desk, said, “The basic problem is that cookies aren’t
understandable…consumers are just afraid but they don’t really know what is happening…[the solution]
has to be a conversation with consumers…driven from the value exchange.”[vii] Consequently, the
assumptions about user preferences that inform the design of UID 2.0 are (1) users prefer behaviorally
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targeted online ads and (2) users will accept data collection practices similar to what is currently done
when they understand that these practices fund free access to online content (e.g., recipe websites,
YouTube videos, social media). The belief that behaviorally targeted online ads are preferred by
consumers is deep-rooted in the advertising industry[viii], although findings in academic research suggest
this is often not the case (for a review, see Boerman et al., 2017). The assumption that the quid pro quo
of the internet is acceptable to users is also an area of debate. For example, Schumann et al. (2014)
found that internet users were more convinced to provide personal data when websites justified the
request with a quid quo pro argument than an argument based on providing relevant ads. Legal scholar
Strandberg (2013) argued, however, that the exchange of personal information for free online content
occurs in a market so stripped of typical feedback mechanisms that users’ acceptance of the exchange
should not be interpreted as representing their true preferences. Winegar and Sunstein (2019) come to
similar conclusions based on empirical results.
The heart of UID 2.0 is a single identifier of each internet user, created by encrypting their email,
which is used to track them across the internet. This identifier can be used by all AdTech companies that
interact with the user, e.g., to collect information about them or target them with advertising. UID 2.0
replaces the multitude of identifiers currently constructed and maintained through the use of third-party
cookies by individual AdTech companies. As a result, identifying users and sharing data about users
between AdTech companies should be more efficient with UID 2.0, leading to higher data quality and
increased data sharing. Unlike Google’s Privacy Sandbox (discussed below) or third-party cookies, UID
2.0 is intended to be consistent across all internet browsers as well as user device types, e.g., web
browsers, mobile phones, and connected TV, which would allow AdTech companies to better track
users and streamline their processes across those platforms. If widely adopted, UID 2.0 would allow
AdTech companies to continue much as they operate now, but with improved data and, consequently,
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better ad targeting, potentially leading to higher revenue. Supporters of UID 2.0 see it as a way for
AdTech companies to maintain some independence from Google and Facebook, as well as Apple and
Amazon, while fearing that the Privacy Sandbox would increase Google’s dominant position[ix].
UID 2.0 also includes simplified privacy controls for internet users. Users would be able to set
their privacy preferences for a particular web site, similarly to how they now set their cookie
preferences. However, unlike cookie settings, those preferences would be automatically applied when
they access the same web site with a different browser or device, reducing the burden of maintaining
privacy settings. For internet users, the disadvantages of UID 2.0 are similar to the current disadvantages
of user tracking through third-party cookies, because consumers will continue to be tracked and data
about them will continue to be widely held within the AdTech ecosystem. Internet users will be afforded
some protection because of the encryption of their email addresses and terms and conditions about UID
2.0 may be used. However, user identities can often be determined from demographic data; for example,
one study estimated that 99.98% of Americans can be correctly identified based on 15 demographic
attributes (Rocher et al., 2019; WashPostPR, 2020). If UID 2.0 increases data quality and sharing, it may
make identifying internet users easier rather than more difficult.

Privacy Sandbox
Privacy Sandbox is Google’s proposal to protect user privacy while supporting advertising on the
internet. In particular, it is a proposal for how “the web could work without cross-site tracking,”[x]
including tracking by either third-party cookies or less well-known mechanisms such as fingerprinting.
Disabling of tracking internet users is a dramatic change for the AdTech industry because tracking users
is currently central in developing user profiles and identifying users for targeting. The original Privacy
Sandbox proposal was augmented with extensions proposed by non-Google AdTech companies (e.g.,
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Criteo[xi]) and in-house Google units (e.g., Google Ads[xii]). In the first half of 2021, Google launched a
prototype of the core functions of Privacy Sandbox to allow for limited testing by online publishers.
To stop cross-site tracking, Privacy Sandbox will need to prevent internet users from being
identified in ways that can be validated in a context external to the website the user is visiting[xiii]. This
will not only prevent AdTech companies from profiling users based on their browsing behavior, but also
thwart much aggregation and exchange of internet user data, because these tasks require sharing user
identifiers between AdTech companies. (This stands in stark contrast to the capabilities enabled by the
unified identifier in UID 2.0.) However, Privacy Sandbox will allow limited behavioral targeting of
internet users[xiv] because Google has estimated that eliminating would reduce advertising revenue of
online publishers by over 50% (Ravichandran and Korula, 2019). These core elements of Privacy
sandbox—preventing cross-site tracking and allowing limited targeting—are based on two assumptions
about internet user preferences. First, users would like to substantially restrict the level of data collection
by AdTech companies, especially data that allows them to be identified. Second, users would accept
more limited data sharing to support targeted advertising. Research supports the assumption that internet
users would like to prevent AdTech companies from tracking them (Alreck and Settle, 2007; McDonald
and Cranor, 2010; Turow et al., 2009, 2012). However, to our knowledge, the assumption that users
would accept more limited data sharing in the ways that Privacy Sandbox proposes has not been
rigorously and directly investigated in academic research.
To implement its goal of preventing cross-site tracking while supporting more limited behavioral
targeting[xv], Privacy Sandbox proposes to extend Google’s internet browser, Chrome, to take on many
of the functions currently implemented elsewhere in the AdTech ecosystem[xvi]. This includes functions
such as defining consumer interest groups, identifying which interest groups the Chrome user belongs
to, running the auction for ads to place on web pages, and selecting the creatives to display. As a result,
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Privacy Sandbox puts the internet user’s web browser (Chrome) at the center of technical process for
online advertising, instead of being a relatively passive receiver of cookies and ads. The major
advantage of Privacy Sandbox for internet users is that it greatly restricts the amount of information
about the user available to other parties. This could provide significant protection for consumers against
malicious actors, governmental surveillance, and the like.
Privacy Sandbox appears to have strong disadvantages for current AdTech companies and
advertisers. Many types of such companies, such as Supply Side Platforms (SSPs) and Demand Side
Platforms (DSPs), would continue to operate, but the information they would receive would be dictated
by the user’s browser and the functionality these companies could offer to their customers (e.g.,
advertisers and publishers) would be restricted by the functions built into Privacy Sandbox. For
example, Criteo’s proposal to extend Privacy Sandbox[xvii], developed after Criteo’s stock fell sharply
on Google’s announcement of discontinuing support for third-party cookies (Graham, 2020), focused on
adding basic functionality currently available in the AdTech ecosystem, e.g., support for fraud
prevention methods and AB testing. Extensive recoding of other AdTech companies’ software to
facilitate interaction with Privacy Sandbox would likely be necessary as well. In addition, advertisers,
and other companies running online campaigns, would most likely need to design their campaigns
around more limited targeting capabilities. Finally, some types of AdTech companies, most notably
third-party data providers, could see their role, and economic prospects, sharply diminished (Morrison
and Molla, 2020). There is concern that Privacy Sandbox would strengthen Google’s already dominant
position in online advertising (Kelly, 2021) that has led to an anticompetitive behavior inquiry in the
United Kingdom[xviii].
The current proposal only applies to Google Chrome, which has about 66% of the non-mobile
internet browser market globally[xix]. Producers of other browsers such as Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft
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Edge, or Apple Safari could choose to extend their own browsers to include similar functionality. If they
did so, AdTech companies could operate in a similar manner across browsers. If other browsers do not
support Google Privacy Sandbox functionality, AdTech companies would either implement parallel
mechanisms for advertising on those browsers or abandon them. Note that, because both Firefox and
Safari already block third-party cookies, AdTech companies are already dealing with this issue on those
platforms.
In anticipation of these upcoming changes, we investigate the privacy concerns among US
internet users first through a representative sample survey, and follow up with a supplementary study
analyzing text from conversations on subreddits with various stakeholders represented in each
conversation. In the next section we summarize our methods, the measure validation process, data
analysis and findings for both studies.
Methodology and analysis
Study 1: Survey on Representative US Consumer Sample
We aim to determine US internet users’ preferences for privacy in online advertising as related to
proposals to replace third-party cookies, by surveying their support of the fundamental assumptions of
Privacy Sandbox and UID 2.0. Existing measures of internet user privacy concerns (e.g., Bellman et al.,
2004; Buchanan et al., 2007; Smith et al., 1996) do not differentiate between the ways that Privacy
Sandbox and UID 2.0 affect privacy, primarily because issues related to online user tracking were not as
prominent at the time that these measures were developed as they are now. Accordingly, we developed
measures based on public statements made by the primary proposers of Privacy Sandbox and UID 2.0,
which we pretested.
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Measure Development
Privacy Sandbox and UID 2.0 are based on overlapping but distinct assumptions about internet user
preferences. The proposers of UID 2.0 argue that internet users prefer to see ads relevant to their
interests and, if appropriately informed, would be supportive of the “quid pro quo of the internet”
(Green, 2020), essentially the idea that users receive free online content (e.g., blogs, videos, news) in
exchange for allowing data about their actions to be collected for advertising (Schumann et al., 2014). In
short, UID 2.0 assumes that, when internet users understand that allowing data collection by advertisers
funds the free content they consume, they are accepting of the current uses of data in online advertising.
The designers of Privacy Sandbox, on the other hand, assume that laws such as the European
Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)
are representative of internet users’ preferences (Wolly, 2020). Google states, “The Privacy Sandbox
project’s mission is to ‘Create a thriving web ecosystem that is respectful of users and private by
default’” [xx]. Consequently, in contrast to UID 2.0, the Privacy Sandbox emphasizes preventing
advertisers from identifying users in any way that allows tracking actions across websites or building
databases about interests [xxi]. In order to support online advertising, Privacy Sandbox assumes, like UID
2.0, that users are accepting of ads relevant to their interests and, critically, that users are willing to
allow online advertisers to receive limited information about them as long as they cannot be identified.
We developed self-report measures of internet user preferences related to these assumptions in
order to measure the level of support they have in the US population. The measures are internet users’
preference for relevant ads, acceptance of quid pro quo, desire to prevent data collection, and
acceptance of limited information. The first two are the foundational assumptions underlying UID 2.0’s
current design, while the first one and the last two are the foundational assumptions of Privacy Sandbox.
The final measures are presented in Table I. The following paragraphs describe their development.
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Insert Table I here
We analyzed public statements about the proposals from Google and The Trade Desk on their
websites, blogs, GitHub repositories, YouTube channels, and industry events. From this information we
created candidate items that present the assumptions in layperson terms, while staying consistent with
the technical details. To assess the inter-item reliabilities and factor structure, we then conducted a trial
with 101 adult US internet users on Prolific, an online platform for research surveys [xxii]. The order of
the items in the measures was randomized and the order of the measures was varied. No order effects
were found. Because the inter-item reliability was high on all measures, we eliminated some
theoretically redundant items to create more concise measures. We also reworded one item to reduce
cross-loading in an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and another item to reflect changes in the Privacy
Sandbox proposals, specifically the publication of FLEDGE [xxiii], after the initial candidate items were
created.
We first ran a second trial (N = 190) on the Prolific platform to test these changes and reconfirm
the measure reliabilities and factor structure. The measures had high inter-item reliability with all
Cronbach’s alphas greater than .90; an EFA using principal components analysis and varimax rotation
revealed the expected factor structure. The factor loadings are shown in Table I. To test convergent and
discriminant validity (MacKenzie et al., 2011), we added the concern for information privacy (CFIP)
measure (Smith et al., 1996) as adapted for online privacy by (Bellman et al., 2004). CFIP has four
dimensions about concerns related to excessive data collection, unauthorized secondary use of data,
improper access to data by unauthorized actors, and errors in personal data held by advertisers. We
adjusted the CFIP items by replacing all instances of “Web site” with the contemporary usage “website.”
The CFIP correlated with our new measures in appropriate ways, with the strongest correlation being .63 between acceptance of quid pro quo and data collection concerns. To create the final measures, we
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retained all items from this trial. The details of the measure validation analyses are available from the
authors.
Privacy Sandbox and UID 2.0 are meant to replace advertisers’ use of third-party cookies, so
neither proposes changes to first-party use of data, that is, data collected by advertisers on their own
platforms, e.g., user page view and sales data from an online store. However, internet users may not
distinguish first- and third-party data uses. If they object to typical uses of first-party data, support for
the assumptions of Privacy Sandbox or UID 2.0 may be undermined. To explore this possibility, we
developed a measure of internet users’ acceptance of first-party data use with one item for each of five
prototypical uses of first-party data, such as retargeting users who left an item in a shopping cart and
using past purchase history for targeting. See Table II.
Insert Table II here

Sample
The survey was completed by a representative (age, sex, ethnicity, geographic region) sample of
818 adult US residents on the Centiment [xxiv] market survey platform. Although Centiment prescreened the participants, we also included one attention check question. Centiment retained only data
for participants who passed the attention check. The company estimated that that 5-10% of participants
failed the check. Our analysis includes only the participants who responded correctly to the attention
check question. The participants were between 18 and 94 years old (M = 53.59, SD = 17.27), with 456
females (55.7%), 355 males (43.4%), and 7 others (.8%). In the sample, 628 (76.8%) participants selfidentified as white, 91 (11.1%) as African American, 65 (7.9%) as Hispanic, 31 (3.8%) as Asian, 25
(3.1%) as Native American, 3 (.4%) as Pacific Islander, 12 (1.5%) as another race, and 5 (.6%) did not
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reveal their race and ethnicity. The percentages sum to greater than 100, because participants could
select multiple categories.
Measures
After informed consent, the first page of the survey included the preference for relevant ads
(Cronbach’s  = .86), acceptance of quid pro quo ( = .90), desire to prevent data collection ( = .86),
and acceptance of limited information ( = .86) measures described above. The next page held
acceptance of first-party data use ( = .91). All measures elicited responses on a seven-point Likert
scale with higher scores representing higher levels of agreement. The penultimate page included the
concern for information privacy measure described above, with scores recorded on a seven-point Likerttype scale. The final page included demographic questions. The survey took approximately 6 minutes to
complete.

Results
Table III presents the means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations among the variables.
Overall, participants somewhat prefer relevant ads (M = 5.39, SD = 1.22), desire advertisers to be
prevented from collecting data about them (M = 5.94, SD = 1.10), slightly reject the quid pro quo of the
internet (M = 3.46, SD = 1.52), and are somewhat accepting of advertisers receiving more limited
information about them (M = 4.89, SD =1.30). In a repeated measures t-test, participants were more
accepting of advertisers receiving limited information than of the quid pro quo of the internet (df = 817,
t = 27.06, p < .001, d = .95). The large effect size suggests that Privacy Sandbox is substantially more
aligned with internet user preferences than UID 2.0. It is important to note that consumers are generally
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wary of data collection: the average for the variable “Desire to prevent data collection” is the highest
among all privacy-related variables collected.
Insert Table III here
To identify distinct segments based on their preferences regarding the foundational assumptions
of Privacy Sandbox and UID 2.0, we performed an agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis of the zscores of the four variables, using Ward’s method with a squared Euclidean distance measure. Although
the scree plot of coefficients suggested a large number of clusters (~50) minimizes error, inspection of
the dendrogram suggested a more parsimonious four-cluster solution is appropriate (Yim and Ramdeen,
2015). We identified the members of the four clusters with a k-means cluster analyses of the same
variables, because k-means cluster analysis provides more reliable clusters than hierarchical analysis
[xxv]. The resulting clusters are presented in Table IV. Once again, across all clusters, consumers on
average have a high desire to prevent data collection, which should indicate to marketers that consumer
privacy preferences need to be balanced against the targeting for relevant ads. While averages do not
inform us about what trade-offs consumers would make in this balance, we can better understand these
choices in the context of what type of privacy controls consumers would rather employ in order to
achieve this data collection protection. Thus, the four clusters we identify represent different consumer
preference for privacy options.
There were 209 (26%) participants in Cluster 1, who accepted the premises of both Privacy
Sandbox and UID 2.0. Their preferences appear to be driven by a strong preference for relevant ads (M
= 6.33). Cluster 1 is the only cluster that skews male (55%) and for a more descriptive reference we
name the typical person in it as “Everything goes Evan.” The 212 (26%) participants in Cluster 2,
“Ambivalent Amy”, were ambivalent about both sets of premises with the mean score on all variables
between 4 (the scale midpoint) and 5 points (labeled “somewhat agree”). However, the 277 (34%)
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participants in Cluster 3, “Anonymous Anna”, accepted the premises of Privacy Sandbox but rejected
the premises of UID 2.0, indicating that they are driven by a desire for relevant ads (M = 5.69) and a
strong desire to prevent advertisers from aggressively collecting data (M = 6.56). Finally, the 120 (15%)
participants in Cluster 4, “Private Priscilla”, rejected both privacy options, due to ambivalence about
relevant ads (M = 4.14) and, like participants from Cluster 3, indicated a strong desire to prevent
advertisers from aggressively collecting data (M = 6.70). The last cluster, who is most conservative in
privacy preferences, is also oldest (56.7 years old) and skews female the most (65%).
Insert Table IV here
Users may not differentiate between first-party uses of data (e.g., targeting users with ads for items left
in a shopping cart) and tracking with third-party cookies. Thus, we asked about preferences related to
first-party data uses. Overall, participants somewhat disapproved of first-party uses of data (M =
3.35, SD = 1.41). Consistent with their previously reported preferences, participants in Cluster 1 had a
slightly positive view of first-party data uses (M = 4.51, SD = 1.11), participants in Cluster 2 were
ambivalent towards it (M = 3.81, SD = 1.06), and participants in Cluster 4 were unaccepting of it (M =
1.81, SD = .88). Although the participants in Cluster 3 were generally supportive of the premises of
Privacy Sandbox, they were unaccepting of first-party data uses (M = 2.78, SD = 1.15). This is important
because Cluster 3 was the largest cluster and to the degree that internet users do not differentiate
between first-party uses of personal data and data collected by tracking with third-party cookies, their
support for the online environment created by Privacy Sandbox may be eroded.

Study 2: Content Analysis on Reddit forums
Our second data collection is aimed at exploring the contemporary conversations around UID 2.0 and
Google Sandbox. We pulled comments from 26 subreddits for one month, in March 2021. These forums
were chosen in one of three ways: 1) by searching the keyword “Privacy”, and “Google Sandbox” or
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variations of “UID 2.0” (e.g., uid, UID, unified ID, universal ID, etc.) on Reddit’s search engine; 2) by
following links from other subreddits about related topics, 3) through a Google search with keywords
"uid, cookie, reddit" and "sandbox, cookie, reddit". The criteria yielded 26 total subreddits and 588
comments. We cleaned, coded and analyzed this textual data using Voyant Tools. We then conducted a
semantic frequency analysis to provide insight into real world privacy concerns among professionals in
technology and AdTech-related areas, such as software and web development, information security, and
search engine optimization (SEO).
The initial dataset included 49 subreddits, which was then narrowed by focusing on a filter of
“Privacy.” The result of the filtering process yielded 26 viable subreddits. Most of these 26 subreddits
explicitly identified professionals as their community members in their descriptions, while a few
included mostly practitioners and enthusiasts of platform and web development, SEO, and digital
advertising. The following results are based on this conservative sample focused on privacy. Two
researchers independently categorized the sample based on the stakeholder categories and by the main
theme (UID 2.0, Google Sandbox, or both).
Our work draws on methods proposed by earlier research on sentiment analysis (Prabowo and
Thelwall, 2009) and seeks to explore any emergent themes among a specific group of people. Therefore,
we investigated keyword frequencies, collocates and correlations at a corpus and individual document
level. Due to the sparce amount of text on this novel topic, our findings are presented as anecdotal
information and are meant to be exploratory. This exploration is intended to add to the discussion of the
dominant theme and sentiment regarding the two proposed solutions among professionals in tech or
AdTech related areas and offer directions for future research.
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Findings
Results of our exploratory analysis of the text revealed that UID 2.0 is still in its early stages of
introduction to not only the consumers, but also to tech and AdTech professionals. There is sparse
discussion about UID 2.0 and many unknowns are evident in the discussion posts between the AdTech
professionals we sampled. Table V lists the data sources and the categorizations determined by two
coders as well as the number of relevant posts and their comments.
Insert Table V here
Anecdotal evidence suggests that discussions are focused on Google mostly. Indeed, a clear
finding of our analysis is that discussions on privacy mention Google (485 times) and Google Sandbox
overwhelmingly more than UID (total of all variations 37 times). Overall, Google themed discussions
are an order of magnitude higher than conversations about alternatives, indicating that the industry is
overwhelmingly concerned with changes that are proposed and implemented by Google, the dominant
company in this space. Moreover, UID-focused subreddit posts and comments discuss Google Sandbox
more commonly than they do UID, again emphasizing that all alternatives to third-party cookies will be
compared to Google’s proposed solution, Sandbox.
The sentiment analysis yielded heavy valence towards positive sentiments at first glance
(positive to negative associations ratio 670 : 206.) Most attributions were to Google Sandbox in the
overall corpus with only 7 total attributions (positive and negative) to UID. However, we also noted that
sarcastic tones that contained generally positive words could have impacted our sentiment analysis. To
estimate whether this error would be significant in switching sentiment towards negative, we reviewed a
random sample of text in the overall corpus (n = 30 comments) and found that two out of the 30 had
implicit and contrary meanings. For example, one developer wrote “Google Privacy Sandbox is a path
forward to respect user privacy to the highest standard, and also support user targeting, personalization
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and recommendation use cases.” This association is marked as positive, however the author continues to
negate that statement: “Can one be targeted, served personalized ads, and have their data privacy be
respected? Hell no Google's sandbox is the opposite of 'Sandboxing' if that's how they are doing it. It is
sandboxed from other third parties, not google.” This anecdotal evidence suggests that while the overall
sentiment analysis seems positive, some of the positive comments may be undermined by undetected
sarcasm.
While further research is still needed to confirm our initial findings, this exploration suggests
that overall sentiment towards Google Sandbox solution among our sample was positive; and that the
alternative proposed has yet to create awareness on the free internet content quid-pro-quo argument.

Managerial and Policy Implications
The managerial and policy related implications of this study are multi-fold. As stakeholders adjust to a
new ecosystem, where third-party cookies are no longer utilized to track internet users, managers for
publishing, AdTech, and third-party firms are trying to identify the winning solution to programmatic
advertising while keeping privacy concerns top of mind. In addition, regulators are becoming more
active in this area due to perceptions of consumer discontent, a concern for managers in the industry. We
provide findings from a US representative survey to inform those discussions and decisions. We propose
that a holistic stakeholder’s approach would benefit the decision makers, especially given that public
sentiment is well segmented with various levels of comfort when it comes to sharing one’s data in return
for more relevant ads. Although typical internet users are likely unaware of the details of actions being
taken on their behalf by AdTech companies and regulators, their preferences should play an important
role in shaping those actions. For example, the designers of replacements for third-party cookies can
consider these consumer segments when defining levels of privacy in their solutions, making choices
available that match the different segments’ desires. This applies equally to Privacy Sandbox, UID 2.0,
and the other solutions that are beginning to emerge. Regulators can similarly tailor their rules and
suggestions so that consumers who accept the quid pro quo of the internet are able to allow tracking and
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more personalized targeting in exchange for free online content, while users who want high levels of
privacy are able to attain that.
Finally, our findings also inform marketers and advertisers in their targeting practices. Consumers desire
to prevent data collection (highest mean in sample), but they also prefer ads relevant to them (second
highest mean). This seemingly contradictory position can be best approached by utilizing contextual
targeting, in which the ad is relevant to the content, e.g. ad for athletic equipment in a sports related
webpage or ad for a kitchen gadget in a recipe video in YouTube. While this approach is less efficient
than targeting depending on consumer data, it is also less likely to make privacy concerns salient, thus
preserving brand equity.
Contributions to Literature
Our work is important both for managers and industry experts as well as to academic researchers, who
are interested in analyzing consumer privacy concerns and preferences for privacy controls. Thus, our
paper builds on previous work in this area that emphasized the need to incorporate different stakeholder
points of view into research on privacy (Martin and Murphy, 2017; Mascarenhas et al., 2003; Sheehan
and Hoy, 1999). Moreover, our paper highlights the importance of consumers’ attitudes toward changes
imposed by other stakeholders in the online privacy area, which is an area of on-going research interest
(Lwin et al., 2007). By supplementing survey results with field data, we attempt to start a conversation
regarding the trade-offs of a free and independent internet.
Our paper highlights that there is a conceptual benefit to understanding privacy concerns and
data sharing preferences completely removed from any company’s implementation (i.e., Sandbox or
UID 2.0). Our study of US consumer privacy preferences can showcase the change in consumer privacy
and provide researchers with a holistic understanding of how the socially constructed meaning of
“privacy” evolves with changing structures and practices. While our current paper has a narrow focus on
the effects of privacy concerns on programmatic ads, we believe it contributes to a larger body of
literature on shifts of customers privacy concerns at a much higher level (Goldberg and Tucker, 2012).
Consumers are aware that their preferences for privacy are often disregarded by regulators and the ad
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industry[xxvi]. It is thus imperative for researchers to make salient these preferences as a way to bridge
the gap between consumer preferences and the current state of the market. The future of our digital lives
will partially be shaped by the decisions made in these AdTech conversations, as the system chosen by a
majority will likely prevail to shape the market dynamics moving forward.
Study Limitations and Future Research
As with any study our paper has several limitations. One limitation is the self-reported nature of the
survey data. Previous research in the area of data privacy suggests that the self-reported attitudes and
actual behaviors of consumers do not always align (Barth and Jong, 2017). As all of the data we use in
our analysis is self-reported and not incentive compatible, we capture the choices consumers would
make in the absence of other constraints on their privacy control choices. The attitudes reported in the
study might not directly determine behavior, however, can still serve as an insight for decision making.
More importantly, future research may be able to expand the analysis to specific situations where
consumers face trade-offs between their privacy choices and their access to the internet using
experimental methods to get at the root of the discrepancy between attitude and behavior.
Our paper also uses secondary, anecdotal evidence from stakeholders such as AdTech companies
and publishers while focusing our direct data collection efforts on the consumer side. Consumers’
preferences and related regulation are the presumed motivation behind the recent changes in third-party
tracking online. Moreover, consumer preferences will likely influence the adoption of new proposed
targeting methods (Privacy Sandbox, UID 2.0, etc.) by publishers and AdTech companies, so it is
important to understand what they prefer. Future research could extend our work by collecting primary
data from publishers, AdTech firms, and third parties which would provide additional context to the
privacy control area.
Finally, our paper uses anecdotal evidence and initial results from sentiment analysis on web
forum content to analyze the AdTech point of view on the proposed changes to privacy controls. Due to
the nascent nature of discussion around UID 2.0, there was not enough data to arrive at conclusion
regarding the proposed solution. Furthermore, the limitations of analyzing non-literal meaning in text
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analysis, suggests future research may collect data over a longer period of time as the conversation
grows and control for the error any non-literal meanings may create.
This study contributes to the search for solutions to collecting valuable data without infringing
on personal privacy on digital platforms. Our results suggest that understanding the perceptions of the
trade-offs between receiving relevant content whether in the form of ads or non-commercial content is a
strong motivator for consumers in the US. Moreover, our study furthers our understanding of the
common privacy concerns among the stakeholders in this industry and thus may prove beneficial for the
two privacy prototypes put forth so far, or any future proposals that may affect this industry.
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Tables
Table I: Study 1 - Items and factor loadings from measure validation trial.

Preference for relevant ads
I would rather see ads that are relevant to me than
generic ads.
The ads I see on websites should be for things that
interest me.
I prefer to see ads for things I might buy than for things I
wouldn’t buy.
Acceptance of quid pro quo
It is OK for advertisers to know what websites I visit if
that means the websites are free.
Letting advertisers know who I am is a fair exchange for
websites being free.
Allowing advertisers to collect detailed information
about my interests online is a fair price to pay for
keeping the internet free.
If selling information about the pages I visit allows a
website to be free, I’m okay with them selling that
information.
Desire to prevent data collection
Advertisers should be prevented from knowing what
websites I visit.
Advertisers should be prevented from making databases
about what I do online.
Websites should not be allowed to sell information about
me.
Advertisers should not be allowed to trade information
about me.
Acceptance of limited information
It is okay if online advertisers get some information
about me, but not enough to figure out who I am.
Online advertisers should be able to learn my broad
interests, but not interests that are specific to me.
Advertisers on the internet should receive only enough
information to know if they want to show me an ad but
no more.
It’s alright if online advertisers know I am interested in
buying a product they sell, as long as they don’t know
who I am.
If they cannot identify me, it is OK for advertisers to
know that I have visited their website in the past.

Factor Loadings
1
2
3
4
.31 -.20 .14 .86
.33

-.11

.14

.88

.26

-.12

.12

.89

.29

-.26

.81

.08

.16

-.30

.79

.19

.17

-.21

.84

.20

.26

-.29

.81

.00

-.16

.86

-.22

-.12

-.11

.86

-.21

-.18

-.02

.86

-.29

-.07

-.03

.89

-.23

-.08

.79

-.13

.25

.22

.76

-.00

.05

.31

.82

.00

.11

.21

.84

-.12

.27

.20

.75

-.18

.31

.14
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Table II: Study 1 - Items for measure of acceptance of first-party data use.
Acceptance of first-party data use
I don't mind when websites use my page view history to sell ads on their website.
It is OK when social media platforms use information about the posts I made to sell
ads.
It is alright when search engine websites use my search history to sell ads.
It is alright when online stores use information about my past purchases to sell ads.
I don't mind when websites where I left an item in the shopping cart show me ads for
that item on other websites.
Table III: Study 1 - Descriptive statistics and correlations.

Preference for relevant ads
Acceptance of quid pro quo
Desire to prevent data
collection
Acceptance of limited
information
Acceptance of first-party
data use
Age

M
5.39
3.46
5.94

SD
1
1.22 (.86)
1.52 .28***
1.10 .02

(.90)
-.43***

(.86)

4.89

1.30 .40***

.44***

-.05

(.86)

3.35

1.49 .27**

.71***

-.41***

.41***

(.91)

-.05

.05

-.01

-.23***

53.59 17.27 -.09

2

3

4

5

Note. N = 818. Cronbach’s alpha values on the diagonal. ** p < .01; *** p < .001.
Table IV: Study 1 - Clusters with variable means.

Preference for relevant ads
Acceptance of quid pro quo
Desire to prevent data collection
Acceptance of limited information
Acceptance of first-party data use

Cluster 1
N = 209

Cluster 2
N = 212

Cluster 3
N = 277

Cluster 4
N = 120

“Everything
goes Evan”

“Ambivalent
Amy”

“Anonymous
Anna”

“Private
Priscilla”

6.33
5.13
5.77
5.95
4.51

4.80
4.08
4.86
4.61
3.81

5.69
2.46
6.56
5.16
2.78

4.14
1.76
6.70
2.87
1.81

Note: The first four variables were used to define the consumer clusters.
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Table V: Study 2 - Reddit content analysis summary
Subreddit
/r/Adblock
/r/adops

Category

Google Sandbox
UID 2.0,
Google Sandbox
/r/bigseo
General Privacy
/r/chrome
Both
/r/cybersecurity General Privacy
/r/degoogle
General Privacy
/r/europrivacy
General Privacy
/r/Frontend
Google Sandbox
/r/google
Google Sandbox
/r/hacking
Google Sandbox
/r/hackernews
Google Sandbox
/r/netsec/
General Privacy,
Google Sandbox
/r/privacy
General Privacy,
Google Sandbox
/r/privacy tools
General Privacy
/r/programming Google Sandbox
/r/security
General Privacy
/r/seo
General Privacy
/r/tech
General Privacy,
Google Sandbox
/r/technewstoday General Privacy
/r/technology
Google Sandbox
/r/techolitics
General Privacy
/r/techsupport
General Privacy
/r/webdev
General Privacy
/r/web_design
Google Sandbox

Stakeholder
General (tech)
Digital advertising
professionals
Info (marketing)
General (tech)
General (security)
Tech enthusiasts
General (privacy)
Web developers
General (tech)
Security enthusiasts
Security enthusiasts
Info security professionals

# or Relevant posts
(Total Comments)
1 (3)
15 (361), 1 (14)
21 (500)
1 (1)
24 (500)
18 (500)
14 (500)
1 (37)
1 (64)
1 (19)
1 (2)
21 (500) 1 (2)

General (privacy)

33 (500) 2 (32)

General (privacy)
Software developers
Info security professionals
AdTech
General (tech)

23 (500)
1 (39)
40 (500)
25 (500)
9 (500) 1 (1)

Tech enthusiasts
General (tech)
Tech enthusiasts
IT professionals
Web developers
Web designers

6 (500)
1 (8)
93 (500)
53 (500)
43 (500)
1 (1)
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